Human serum albumin binding to the biologically active labdane diterpene "leoheterin": Spectroscopic and in silico analysis.
Labdane diterpenes are important substances due to their remarkable biological activities such as, antibacterial, antiprotozoal, antifungal and cytostatic and cytotoxic effects against human cancer cells. We have isolated a labdane diterpene named "leoheterin" from the aerial parts of the Otostegia fruticosa Forssk (Briq) obtained from south west Arabian mountains of Saudi Arabia. The isolated compound was characterized by 1HNMR, 13CNMR, IR and UV-visible spectroscopies. Due to the pharmaceutical importance of this class of compounds we have studied the interaction of HSA with leoheterin by using several spectroscopic methods. The change in the UV spectrum of HSA in presence of leoheterin gives a primary idea about the interaction between them. Congruently, leoheterin quenches the fluorescence of HSA with a prominent blue shift of 5 nm, reminiscent of involvement of hydrophobic interactions. There was 1:1 binding between leoheterin and albumin which was taken place via static quenching mechanism. From CD it was revealed that leoheterin induces the secondary structure of HSA which is further supported by 3-d fluorescence measurements which shows a decrease in the size of the HSA-leoheterin complex as compared to the HSA alone. Molecular docking simulations presented that among the first three conformers, which have been arranged according to the least binding energies and are also in good corroboration with the free energies of binding obtained experimentally, the first two conformers shown the binding in hemin binding site of subdomain IB while in third conformer the binding site was near to the drug binding site 1 located in subdomain IIA. All conformers exhibited the involvement of hydrogen bonding as well as hydrophobic interactions.